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HTC – 940 Slim Lane
4. Brushed #4 AISI 304L stainless steel panels fastened
to the frame for access to the internal components.
5. Clear, 10 mm thick tempered monolithic glass
obstacles, swinging in the direction of user passage.
6. Brushed #4 AISI 304L stainless steel top cover.
7. Electromechanical drive units each consisting of:
− A DC permanent magnet motor with epicyclic
gearbox.
− A controller providing progressive accelerations and
decelerations of the obstacle, for smooth movement
and enhanced user safety.
− A geared electromagnetic brake for locking of
obstacles in the event of forced entry attempts.

The HTC 940 double swing door security entrance
lane offers a high bidirectional throughput and
uncompromising security.
With its transparent, elegant design and minimal
footprint, the 940 is designed to integrate
perfectly into any architectural style.
Equipped with high processing capacity and an
exclusive detection system, it guarantees
accurate user tracking and prevents any
unauthorised use.
The 940 is a modular product that can be
installed as a single or a multi-lane array and can
also be combined with the a wide lane model.
Description
1. Handrail frame: steel beam with RoHS anticorrosion zinc plating treatment and stainless steel
posts. The handrail includes photoelectric cells for
user detection and the logic control board.
2. Self-supporting kinematic steel frame with RoHS
anti-corrosion zinc plating treatment. The frame
contains the electromechanical drive assembly for the
swinging obstacle and the electronic control boards.

− A sensor controlling the obstacle position.
SECURI-SAFE standard operating mode:
electromechanical lock of the obstacles in case of
forced entry attempt in any passage directions.
8. AS1167 logic control board, equipped with ARM
technology and the Linux operating system, ensuring
advanced traffic management. An embedded Web
server, accessible by a simple web browser, offering
an interface for the configuration of functional gate
parameters as well as a complete diagnostic and
maintenance tool.
9. Transfer of information through an Ethernet
interface, USB and dry contacts: passage
authorisation, passage information, reader locking,
fraud, equipment failure.
10. Orientation and function pictograms indicating
gate and passage status to the user.
11. Proprietary DIRAS detection system, consisting of
a high-density matrix of infrared transmitter/receiver
photocells beams. It follows users progression through
the gate as well as ensuring their safety during
opening/closing of the obstacles.
12. Finishing plate for post.

3. Brushed #4 AISI 304L stainless steel housing.
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HTC – 940 Slim Lane
PRECAUTIONS FOR USE
- For security reasons, children (user smaller than 1 m tall)
must be supervised by an adult at all times when in the
vicinity of the unit and during passage through the lane
- A child must absolutely precede the accompanying adult
when lane passage is required
- If habitual use by children is anticipated, we
recommend the addition of all options required to
optimize the level of protection.
Work to be undertaken by customer –
a) Mains supply, cable to be long enough to
be connected to the head of the unit.
Entered from underneath.
b) Cabling for the required access control.
c) Required civil construction work, upon an
order being placed a site specific drawing
will be issued.
Optional extras –












Heights 1200mm, 1500mm and 1700mm
Support posts for readers and push
buttons.
Push button consoles for behind
reception areas.
IP Monitoring panel, requires IP
connection but enables you to see the
position of the lanes and also any
errors/alarms.
Battery back-up to automatically open in
case of a power failure.
Free opening on exit cells.
Personalized company logo on the leafs,
artwork has to be supplied for us to
design.
Additional safety features for protection
for people carrying luggage.
Fixing frame to be concreted into the
floor or designed to be clamped.
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